• Vacuum to 0.2 inHg abs.
• Pressure to 103 inHg abs.
• 5000 hour pump guarantee
• Low maintenance
• Rack mount
The DMA EPSR2 is a pressure and vacuum supply unit designed to generate the pneumatic supplies needed by Air Data Test Sets such as the MPS46 pressure controller. Housed in a 19 inch 3u high rack assembly it incorporates maintenance free diaphragm pumps.

The EPSR2 contains three membrane pumps, two for vacuum and one for pressure. These pumps are controlled by a dedicated internal microprocessor that schedules the operation of the pumps to achieve the desired pressures and vacuums. Vacuum pumps will operate either in parallel or series dependant on the ultimate flow rate and vacuum desired. The pumps feed internal storage volumes that are monitored by sensors to ensure vacuum and pressure values are as required and maximum and minimum values are not exceeded. When maximum values are reached the pumps are turned off. LED indicators on the front panel indicate when the pressure and vacuum values are reached. A front panel control button enables the absolute vacuum possible to be demanded but equally ensures that the pumps are not excessively overloaded. A front panel mounted drain valve is also provided for any internal moisture release. A wide range capability power supply is provided.

The EPSR2 enables pressures equivalent to 1,000 knots airspeed to be achieved, and vacuums equivalent to altitudes of 110,000 feet. The flow rates ensure that high rates of change, ft/minute and knots/minute can be maintained into both large and small volumes.

Two pneumatic fittings with AN modified couplings connect the EPSR2 generator with the DMA MPS46 air data tester. A cable connects the MPS46 and EPSR2 to enable control of the pumps by the ADTS. By simply connecting the ADTS with the EPSR2 pressure generator, then connecting the power supply, when the unit is turned On the system is operational.

LOW MAINTENANCE

The membrane pumps utilized do not require any maintenance. It is only necessary to periodically drain (every 1 to 3 months depending on the use) the over-pressure reservoir by pressing the drain button for 5 seconds.